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SUIT SEEKS TO HOLD VATICAN AT
FAULT FOR ABUSE BY US PRIESTS
By Michael Rezendes & Amy Forliti | Associated Press

Three brothers who were sexually abused by a priest from the
Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis filed a federal lawsuit
Tuesday against the Vatican, claiming the Holy See bears responsibility because the case was mishandled by former Archbishop
John Nienstedt and the Vatican's former ambassador to the
United States.
The lawsuit attempts to trace a direct line from clergy sex
abuse victims to the Vatican, through Minnesota church officials. Luke, Stephen and Ben Hoffman were abused by former
priest Curtis Wehmeyer, roughly between 2009 and 2012.
"I have too many nieces and nephews to let something like
this happen to anybody else," Stephen Hoffman said about his
decision to come forward.
Nienstedt and the former ambassador, Carlo Maria Viganò,
have previously denied the allegations raised in the lawsuit. The
Vatican's U.S. lawyer, Jeffrey Lena, had no immediate comment.
In the past Lena has described sex abuse lawsuits naming the
Vatican as a defendant as publicity stunts.
Two other men who are among those suing the Vatican say
they were molested by Catholic priests, one in Minnesota and
one in California. Those two men sued the Vatican separately
within the last year, but their attorney Jeff Anderson withdrew
their cases in anticipation of Tuesday's lawsuit. Anderson had
also sued the Vatican on two prior occasions without success.
Anderson said he believes the new lawsuit has a better chance
of succeeding because he's made a more complete effort to document Vatican authority over Catholic clerics and to portray the
church as a commercial enterprise.
The Hoffman brothers' involvement also allowed him to
bring in the issues surrounding Nienstedt, which he says are
emblematic of how church leaders have covered up abuse.
"The body of evidence and the scope of the complaint is
much broader and much more developed than the first time we
litigated this," Anderson said.
Because it has the status of a foreign nation, the Vatican is
generally exempt from lawsuits in the United States. Exceptions
to the U.S. Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act include wrongful
acts committed against U.S. citizens and commercial activities
undertaken by foreign nations.
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The new lawsuit seeks monetary damages, but the plaintiffs measures to prevent clergy abuse.
Wehmeyer's arrest also triggered the forced resignation of
said truth is the goal. The lawsuit asks for court orders requiring the Vatican to turn over names of "credibly accused" priests Nienstedt after the archdiocese retained a law firm to look into
whose cases have been referred to the Holy See, along with his supervision of Wehmeyer. The investigation alleged Nienstrelated records. It also seeks names of church leaders who have edt also had sexually harassed other priests and seminarians and
had a "social relationship" with Wehmeyer.
been implicit in covering up abuse.
Controversy surrounding Nienstedt escalated when a priest
Ben Hoffman said the church needs to be more transparent
involved in the investigation wrote a memo saying that Viganò
and "live in the truth."
"I'm still Catholic. I have a deep love for the church. I have a ordered church officials to end the inquiry and instructed them
deep love for my faith, it means the world to me. But the Vatican to destroy a letter they wrote to him objecting to his directive.
Although the lawsuit states Viganò's alleged actions as
— we have to fix this," he said, his eyes watering.
Before the Hoffman brothers were abused, church officials fact, the former Vatican ambassador flatly denied them in a
received complaints about Wehmeyer's inappropriate sexual statement last year. "I never told anyone that (the law firm)
activities. In 2004, he was cited for loitering in a Minnesota should stop the inquiry, and I never ordered any document be
park known as a place to meet for anonymous sex, and he lied destroyed," he said. "Any statement to the contrary is false."
In an effort to circumvent immunity normally given to foreign
to police about his identity, the lawsuit says.
Wehmeyer was later evaluated at a treatment center for countries, the lawsuit argues that the church is a commercial
troubled priests and diagnosed with a sexual disorder. The arch- enterprise, asserting that it provides services, including "pastoral
bishop at the time, Harry Flynn, moved him from West St. Paul guidance, education and counseling . . . in exchange for all or a
to the Church of the Blessed Sacrament in St. Paul and assigned portion of revenues collected from its members."
The lawsuit also lists a series of international scandals where
him to administrative duties.
But in 2009, about the time Wehmeyer started abusing the investigators found that church officials covered up for abusive
Hoffman brothers, Nienstedt promoted Wehmeyer to pastor. priests, including those in Ireland, Australia, Guam, and Chile,
According to the lawsuit, another official of the archdiocese adding that internal church documents require church officials
cautioned Nienstedt — then newly installed as archbishop — to keep allegations of child sexual abuse secret. It also makes
about the promotion and informed him of Wehmeyer's record, a sweeping argument that the Vatican exercises "unqualified
power" over priests, bishops and cardinals and religious orders.
to no avail.
To illustrate this alleged global control, the lawsuit cites a
Over the next three years, Wehmeyer abused the Hoffman
brothers during camping trips. The boys were in their mid-teens November incident in which the U.S. Conference of Catholic
at the time. After the boys' mother reported the abuse of at least Bishops backed away from measures to hold bishops accounttwo of her sons to police, Wehmeyer was arrested and pleaded able for mishandling allegations of sexual abuse after the Vatiguilty to criminal sexual conduct and possession of child por- can objected.
The Vatican has successfully contended that the world's
nography.
The AP does not routinely name victims of sexual abuse, but 414,000 priests are not its employees because they aren't paid by
Rome, don't act on Rome's behalf and aren't controlled day-tothe plaintiffs have chosen to make their names public.
Wehmeyer's arrest led local prosecutors to file criminal charg- day by the pope.
es against the archdiocese for failing to protect children. The
charges were dropped in 2016 when the archdiocese admitted
wrongdoing and agreed to meet with victims and adopt stronger
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WHATSAPP FLAW LET SPIES TAKE CONTROL WITH CALLS ALONE
By Frank Bajak & Raphael Satter | Associated Press

Spyware crafted by a sophisticated group of
hackers-for-hire took advantage of a flaw in the
popular WhatsApp communications program
to remotely hijack dozens of phones without
any user interaction.
The Financial Times identified the hacking
group as Israel's NSO Group, which has been
widely condemned for selling surveillance tools
to repressive governments.
WhatsApp all but confirmed the identification, describing hackers as "a private company
that has been known to work with governments
to deliver spyware." A spokesman for the Facebook subsidiary later said: "We're certainly not
refuting any of the coverage you've seen."
WhatsApp has released a new version of the
app containing a fix.
The spyware did not directly affect the
end-to-end encryption that makes WhatsApp
chats and calls private. It merely used a bug
in the WhatsApp software as an infection
vehicle. The malware allows spies to effectively take control of a phone — remotely
and surreptitiously controlling its cameras and
microphones and vacuuming up personal and
location data. Encryption is worthless once a
phone's operating system has been violated.
Hackers are always looking for flaws in apps
and operating systems that they can exploit to
deliver spyware. State-run intelligence agencies
including the U.S. National Security Agency
invest tens of millions of dollars on it. Indeed,
Google's ProjectZero bug-hunting team scoured
WhatsApp last year looking for vulnerabilities
but did not find any. Instead, it was WhatsApp's security team that found the flaw.
The development comes as Facebook looks
to triple down on its messaging services by
merging WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and
Instagram Direct and bringing WhatsApp-level
encryption to the others. The attack would not
affect Facebook's ability to do that.
The malware was able to penetrate phones
through missed calls alone using the app's
voice calling function, said the WhatsApp
spokesman, who was not authorized to be

quoted by name. He said an unknown number
of people — an amount in the dozens at least
would not be inaccurate — were infected with
the malware, which the company discovered in
early May, the spokesman said.
John Scott-Railton, a researcher with the
internet watchdog Citizen Lab, called the hack
"a very scary vulnerability."
"There's nothing a user could have done
here, short of not having the app," he said.
The vast majority of hacks involve some sort
of user interaction, such as clicking on an
infected link.
The WhatsApp spokesman said its flaw was
discovered while "our team was putting some
additional security enhancements to our voice
calls." He said engineers found that people targeted for infection "might get one or two calls
from a number that is not familiar to them. In
the process of calling, this code gets shipped."
WhatsApp, which has more than 1.5 billion
users, immediately contacted Citizen Lab and
human rights groups, quickly fixed the issue
and pushed out a patch. He said WhatsApp
also provided information to U.S. law enforcement officials to assist in their investigations.
"We are deeply concerned about the abuse
of such capabilities," WhatsApp said in a statement.
Although WhatsApp urged all users to
update the program on their phones, only a
minuscule percentage run the risk of being
targeted by such malware.
NSO said in a statement that its technology
is used by law enforcement and intelligence
agencies to fight "crime and terror."
"We investigate any credible allegations of
misuse and if necessary, we take action, including shutting down the system," the statement
said. A spokesman for Stephen Peel, whose private equity firm Novalpina recently announced
the purchase of part of NSO, did not return an
email seeking comment.
The revelation adds to the questions over
the reach of the Israeli company's powerful
spyware.

Prior to the latest WhatsApp revelation,
NSO's spyware has repeatedly been found
deployed to hack journalists, lawyers, human
rights defenders and dissidents. Most notably,
the spyware was implicated in the gruesome
killing of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
who was dismembered in the Saudi consulate
in Istanbul last year and whose body has never
been found.
Several alleged targets of the spyware, including a close friend of Khashoggi and several
Mexican civil society figures, are currently suing
NSO in an Israeli court over the hacking.
On Monday, Amnesty International — which
said last year that one its staffers was also targeted with the spyware — said it would join in a
legal bid to force Israel's Ministry of Defense to
suspend NSO's export license.
That makes the discovery of the vulnerability
particularly disturbing because one of the targets was a U.K.-based human rights lawyer, the
attorney told The Associated Press.
The lawyer, who spoke on condition of
anonymity for professional reasons, said he
received several suspicious missed calls over
the past few months, the most recent one on
Sunday, only hours before WhatsApp issued
the update to users fixing the flaw.
In its statement, NSO said it "would not
or could not" use its own technology to target
"any person or organization, including this
individual."
While the timing of the hack is unfortunate
for Facebook as it trots out a "privacy-focused"
vision centered on messaging, people quickly
forget about these problems, said Nate Elliott,
who runs the research firm Nineteen Insights.
Just a day after WhatsApp disclosed the flaw,
Intel revealed a hardware vulnerability that
could affect millions of machines around the
world. The bug is embedded in the architecture
of computer hardware and can't be fully fixed.
But Intel said Tuesday there's no evidence of
anyone exploiting it outside of a research laboratory, as it's difficult to pull off.
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